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JPL’s Regional Climate Model Evaluation System
(RCMES)

• The Regional Climate Model Evaluation System (RCMES, https://rcmes.jpl.nasa.gov) is NASA’s enabling
tool to support the US National Climate Assessment.
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• RCMES provides a
complete start-to-finish
workflow to evaluate
climate models using
NASA’s satellite
observations.
• RCMES is powered by
Apache Software
Foundation’s Open Climate
Workbench (OCW) library.
• BCDP is refactored OCW
with unique toolkits.
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Modernizing RCMES/OCW: Challenges

• Challenge 1: Outdated Codebase
• Code base is 7 years old (Developed in 2013)
• Leverages pure numpy/scipy directly rather than more modern pydata stack (xarray/pandas/dask)
• Challenge 2: Datasets are drastically increasing in size
• Primarily supported use cases were coarse monthly datasets, but newer datasets now have
increasingly higher spatial (< 10 km) and temporal (daily and hourly) resolutions.
• Greater number of emission scenarios to consider (eg, CMIP6 vs CMIP5).
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BCDP is a modern python library designed to facilitate evaluations of climate models simulations with satellite
observations.
• Developed initially as a drop in replacement for the Apache Software Foundation’s Open Climate
Workbench (OCW) library as part of JPL’s Regional Climate Model Evaluation System project (RCMES).
• Transition from numpy/scipy to xarray/pandas/dask as the core libraries used for processing datasets.
• Support for out-of-memory / parallel workloads with dask.
• Improved single-threaded performance due to xarray’s built-in lazy evaluation model.
• Custom use-case integration
• Each component of the pipeline in BCDP’s API can be extended (eg, non-standard file formats,
different grid types, specialized metrics)
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Addressing Challenge (1): BCDP vs OCW endto-end evaluation benchmark

Dataset Loading
(8 regional climate simulations)
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(Common Boundaries)

Regridding
(0.44 to 0.88 degree grid)
Resampling
(Monthly to Annual)

Bottom: BCDP Dataset Processing Steps. Left: Benchmarks for each step.
Right: Plot of annual mean cloud fraction (%) generated by BCDP for 8 RCMs from the
Coordinated Regional Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) project for Africa

Addressing Challenge (2): BCDP Big Data Use Case
• This use case replicates the workflow we used to calculate an extreme precipitation
indicator for the CONUS derived from the maximum 3-day precipitation total that was
developed for the Intraregency National Climate Assessment Working Group (INCA) and
published in Slinskey et al. (2019)
• Cluster setup: 1 node w/72 cores and 540 GB memory.
• Workflow applied to each dataset:
1. Subset to CONUS boundary file
2. Calculate 3-day precipitation centered on each day
3. Regrid to MERRA2 grid
4. Compute maximum values for each year
• Datasets (~300 GB on disk):

GPM LV3 IMERG v6 (0.1 degree)

MERRA2 (0.5 x 0.625 degree)

PRISM (4 km)

Calculating Extreme Precipitation Index w/ BCDP

BCDP Extreme Precipitation Benchmark
Results (Local JPL Cluster)

Benchmarks show how running time of extreme precipitation workflow scales with number of CPU cores utilized in the cluster as
applied to all three datasets. Blue bars represent time spent loading metadata from each input file, Red represents actual
processing of the data.

Scaling up: Cloud vs HPC/HECC
• A local cluster is typically limited to 2-3 dedicated
nodes, so higher throughput solutions are needed.
• HPC / HECC (NASA NAS Pleiades/PBS scheduler):
• Pros: Relatively cheap, existing scientific data analysis
tools and formats (netCDF/HDF) work well, highly
scalable (as node availability allows)
• Difficult to access for end-users due to security policies,
typically need award from NASA grant (eg ROSES), jobs
must wait in (potentially lengthy) queues

• Cloud (AWS EKS/Kubernetes):

• Pros: Easily accessible to end users, on-demand
availability, highly scalable (as $$$ allows)
• Cons: Expensive, standard scientific data formats
(netcdf/hdf) not optimized for object based storage
systems (buckets).

BCDP big data use cases in the cloud
• Cluster Setup: Kubernetes/Amazon EKS
• Runs instances of jupyter notebooks (user
interface) and dask workers (compute)
• Supports autoscaling additional nodes (EC2
instances) as computational demand increases
(eg, more dask workers, jupyterhub users)
• Applications (jupyter/dask) are containerized
inside separate pods
• All pods load their environments from a
custom bcdp docker image, built-on pangeo
stacks.

• Data must also be stored in scalable
locations and formats:
• netCDF4 on a POSIX filesystem (EFS)
• zarr on cloud buckets (S3, GCS)

Why zarr?
• Cloud storage buckets are much more cost
effective, which zarr is optimized for
• Unlike netcdf/hdf, zarr metadata is centralized in
one place and array chunks are stored as
separate objects in the bucket, making it very
scalable.
• Caveat: Zarr is not yet a community standard
(most Earth Science data available in cloud
buckets is still netcdf).
• NCAR/Pangeo have made some datasets publicly
available (notably CMIP6) in zarr format
• Suggested reading:
http://matthewrocklin.com/blog/work/2018/02
/06/hdf-in-the-cloud

BCDP Extreme Precipitation Benchmark
Results (AWS Kubernetes Cluster)

Same as previous figure, but on a cloud-based (AWS/k8s) cluster, and datasets are 7 CMIP6 HighResMIP GCMs (size ~320
GB) in zarr format. Unlike with netCDF, metadata load times are negligible for zarr format, so they are not shown. Right plot
shows the metric calculated during the benchmark (Maximum 3-day precipitation) which can be used to derive an extreme
precipitation index.

Current Status and Future plans
• BCDP development was funded primarily by a NASA ROSES/CMAC
project and the JPL Data Science Working Group (in FY19 and FY20)
and is currently supported by a NASA NCA grant.
• Other work has been done in integrating deep learning workflows for
detecting smoke plumes in satellite imagery
• Currently maintained at: https://github.com/bcdp/bcdp, but will
eventually be migrated to the Apache Open Climate Workbench
repository (https://github.com/apache/climate) after the original OCW
is retired.
• Publication planned for FY21 in GMD
• Future work will prioritize obtaining working benchmarks using netCDF
files on an EFS filesystem and integrating deep learning use cases.

Questions?

Contact Alex Goodman
(alexander.goodman@jpl.nasa.gov)

